
Category Part code Product name Description

Pumps
75082 20/25L Gear Oil Lift 

Pump
This pump is specifically for use with gear oil. Comes with 1.7m outlet hose, 2” BSP male 
thread to connect to 20/25L drum. Pumps on drown stroke.

75086 20/25L Piston Pump
Suitable for lubricants, industrial solvents, thinners, chemical cleaners and detergents. 
Not suitable for heavy oils e.g. gear oils. Nylon suction tube, viton seals, steal nylon 
coated rod. Pumps on down stroke.

75051 205L Side Lever 
Pump

Suitable for all oils, petroleum and other non-agressive fluids. 2” BSP male thread to fit 
205L barrels. Output: 350 cc per stroke.

75119 205L Rotary Pump 
WS25 Suitable for all grades of oil. Rotary action, cast iron construction. 2” BSP male thread.

75024 Grease Pump 12.5kg 
(NLGI 1-3)

12.5kg greaser for use with all greases except the autolube range (Delta 0, 00 000 EP). 
C/w follower plate, 1.5m rubber flexi hose with a 4 jaw coupler on the end.

75262 Grease Pump 12.5kg 
(NLGI 000-0) 12.5kg greaser for use with autolube range of greases (Delta 0, 00 000 EP). 

75087 Vampire 38-X 
Sampling Pump

Pump for extracting samples – plastic sample bottle screws into the bottom of the 
pump, with one end of the pipe going into the top of the pump and directly through to 
the sample bottle whilst the other end goes into the container holding the product for 
sampling.

Grease Gun 
75064 Side Lever Grease 

Gun

Suitable for most greases except autolube grease (Delta 0, 00 , 000 EP). Grease capacity 
400g, complete with screwed end cap for easy cleaning, quick discharge of empty 
cartridge.

75072 Flexi Hose 12” (M05) 
J0112R

Flexi Hose for grease gun – specifically designed to access hard to reach areas for 
greasing where the rigid grease extension would be very restricted.

Barrel  
Accessories

75043 Barrel Taps 2” 2” plastic tap for 205L barrels – suitable for use with all oils.

75037 Barrel Tap 3/4” 3/4” plastic tap for 205L barrels – suitable for use with all oils.

75476 4 Barrel Spill Pallet 245L Bund Capacity (BPFE4).

Spill 
Response 75437 Terek Oil Spill 

Kit 10L

10 Litre oil & fuel Spill Kit in clip-top bag for quick response to spills of oils, fuels and 
solvents. Contains absorbent sock to contain spills and protect drains and absorbent 
pads to soak up spilled liquids. Disposal bag and zip-tie included.

75447 Terek Oil Spill 
Kit 20L

20 Litre oil & fuel Spill Kit in clip-top bag for quick response to spills of oils, fuels and 
solvents. Contains absorbent sock to contain spills and protect drains and absorbent 
pads to soak up spilled liquids. Disposal bag and zip-tie included.

75442 Terek Oil Absorbent 
Pads x50 Oil and fuel plain absorbent pad, 40 x 50cm, polywrapped. Absorbs 120L. Pack of 50.

7636WI Multi Absorb 
Granules

Fast acting, inert, super absorbent granules for spillages of all liquids. Absorbs liquids 
leaving only small traces on surfaces. Granules remain hard even at full saturation, 
ensuring they are easy to sweep up when the absorption is complete.
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